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Abstract
Attention mechanisms have been widely applied in the Vi-
sual Question Answering (VQA) task, as they help to focus
on the area-of-interest of both visual and textual information.
To answer the questions correctly, the model needs to selec-
tively target different areas of an image, which suggests that
an attention-based model may benefit from an explicit atten-
tion supervision. In this work, we aim to address the prob-
lem of adding attention supervision to VQA models. Since
there is a lack of human attention data, we first propose a
Human Attention Network (HAN) to generate human-like at-
tention maps, training on a recently released dataset called
Human ATtention Dataset (VQA-HAT). Then, we apply the
pre-trained HAN on the VQA v2.0 dataset to automatically
produce the human-like attention maps for all image-question
pairs. The generated human-like attention map dataset for the
VQA v2.0 dataset is named as Human-Like ATtention (HLAT)
dataset. Finally, we apply human-like attention supervision to
an attention-based VQA model. The experiments show that
adding human-like supervision yields a more accurate atten-
tion together with a better performance, showing a promising
future for human-like attention supervision in VQA.
Introduction
Recently, attention-based models have been proved effective
in VQA recently (Shih, Singh, and Hoiem 2016; Yang et al.
2016; Fukui et al. 2016; Lu et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2016a). In-
spired by human attention mechanisms, these models learn
dynamic weights indicating the importance of different re-
gions in an image. However, the accuracy of the attention
that is implicitly learned during training is not ensured. As
it can be observed in Fig.1, the model without attention su-
pervision generates inaccurate attention maps, which results
in the incorrect answers. A new VQA-HAT (Human ATten-
tion) dataset has been recently collected by (Das et al. 2016)
and used to evaluate the attention learned in VQA attention-
based models. The conclusion of this work was that current
attention-based models do not seem to focus on the same
area as humans do when answering the questions, which
suggests that there is still room for improving the perfor-
mance of VQA by adding human attention supervision. The
public VQA-HAT dataset has good potential to help train-
ing. However, only around 10% of the human attention maps
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Attention map
 (without supervision)
Original image
Question：What animals 
are following the horse?
Predicted answer: horses Predicted answer: dogs
Attention map
 (with supervision)
Question：How many 
candles are on the table?
Predicted answer: 0 Predicted answer: 2
Figure 1: Visualization of images, attention maps and predicted
answers. As it is possible to see, through explicit attention super-
vision, the attention maps are more accurate and the predicted an-
swers yield better results. Best viewed in color.
for the image-question pairs in the VQA v1.0 dataset (Antol
et al. 2015) are labeled, which makes it less effective when
used for the purpose of evaluating and improving the quality
of the machine-generated attention maps as it is quite lim-
ited. Besides, there are further questions to be explored:
• Do the regions highlighted by the human attention help
VQA attention-based models to yield better answers?
• How can human attention help to improve the perfor-
mance of attention-based models in VQA?
To tackle these questions, a new and large-scale human at-
tention dataset is first needed. Collecting human labeled at-
tention maps is one possible approach, but as mentioned in
(Das et al. 2016; Gan et al. 2017), it is a time-consuming and
expensive task. Since attention-based models in VQA have
shown the good performance on VQA tasks, we therefore
aim to develop a general network to automatically generate
attention maps for image-question pairs through training on
the existing VQA-HAT. We propose a Human Attention Net-
work (HAN) to generate attention maps for image-question
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pairs. Specifically, we propose to use a Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) (Cho et al. 2014) to encode several attention maps
that are learned in the attention-based model during train-
ing in order to get a refined attention map. The pre-trained
HAN is then used to generate attention maps for the image-
question pairs in the VQA v2.0 dataset. The new attention
map dataset for the VQA v2.0 dataset is named as Human-
Like ATtention (HLAT) dataset.
The human-like attention maps are then used as the atten-
tion supervision in the VQA attention-based model. In order
to better verify the effectiveness of the human-like attention
supervision, we conduct two contrast experiments on the
VQA v2.0 dataset. To be specific, the attention-based model
proposed by (Kim et al. 2016b) is used as the baseline. We
then add human-like attention supervision to the baseline
model. The experiment results show that the human-like at-
tention supervised model outperforms the baseline model by
0.15%, demonstrating the effectiveness of human-like atten-
tion supervision. As it can be seen in Fig.1, the model with
attention supervision generates more accurate attention and
gives the better answers. To summarize, the main contribu-
tions of our work are as follows:
1. A Human Attention Network (HAN) which can be con-
veniently used to produce human-like attention maps for
image-question pairs is proposed.
2. The pre-trained HAN is used to produce human-like at-
tention maps for all the image-question pairs in the VQA
v2.0 dataset. We name the produced attention dataset for
the VQA v2.0 dataset as Human-Like ATtention dataset
(HLAT). The HLAT can be used to explicitly train the
attention-based models and also evaluate the quality of the
model-generated attention. The dataset will be made avail-
able to the public.
3. The overall accuracy of the attention-based model im-
proves 0.15% on the VQA v2.0 test-dev set by adding
human-like attention supervision, showing the effectiveness
of explicit human-like attention supervision in VQA. There-
fore, we get to the conclusion that regions focused by hu-
mans indeed help VQA attention-based models to achieve a
better performance.
Related Work
VQA attention-based model Traditional models (Antol et
al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2015; Noh, Hongsuck Seo, and Han
2016; Andreas et al. 2016; Malinowski, Rohrbach, and Fritz
2015) usually present general global features to represent
the visual information, which may contain a lot of irrele-
vant and noisy information when predicting the answer. At-
tention mechanisms are therefore proposed to address this
problem as they help models to focus only on the relevant
region of the image according to the given question. (Yang
et al. 2016) proposed stacked attention networks which em-
ploy the attention networks for multi-step reasoning, nar-
rowing down the selection of visual information. Dynamic
memory networks (Kumar et al. 2016) integrated an atten-
tion mechanism with a memory model. Multi-model com-
pact bilinear pooling (Fukui et al. 2016) combined visual
and textual representations to a joint representation. Hier-
archical co-attention network (Lu et al. 2016) recursively
fused the attended question and image features to output the
answers. Dual attention networks (Nam, Ha, and Kim 2016)
employed multiple reasoning steps based on the memory of
previous attention. (Kim et al. 2016b) proposed multimodal
low-rank bilinear pooling (MLB) which uses element-wise
multiplication to reduce complex computations of the origi-
nal bilinear pooling model.
One limitation of the mentioned works is that they are
unsupervised attention models, whose attention is learned
without supervision. The attention in these models is al-
ways learned implicitly and may end up being simply fortu-
itous, as it can be seen in Fig.1. To address this problem, we
explore to add attention supervision to the attention-based
model. The attention maps in the HLAT are used as atten-
tion supervision to train the VQA model on the VQA v2.0
dataset.
Attention supervision Attention supervision has recently
been explored in computer vision. (Yu et al. 2017) lever-
aged gaze tracking information to provide spatial and tem-
poral attention for video caption generation. In image cap-
tioning, (Liu et al. 2017) proposed a method to improve the
correctness of visual attention using object segments as su-
pervision. (Gan et al. 2017) proposed to use segmentations
which are manually labeled by humans to supervise atten-
tion generated during training in VQA. However, using seg-
mentations as attention supervision is potentially inaccurate,
especially for some questions that need more reasoning, for
example, are all children paying attention to the class? Or Is
it a sunny day? It is ineffective to segment a specific object
to answer the questions. Apart from the accurate attention
area, the model also needs more global information to ana-
lyze. We propose to add human-like attention supervision to
models, as human-like attention contains lots of information
indicating the important areas that should be focused.
Human attention dataset Research about human atten-
tion and eye tracking has already been carried out (Jiang
et al. 2015; Das et al. 2016; Gan et al. 2017; Yu et al.
2017). (Jiang et al. 2015) used mouse-tracking to collect
large-scale human attention annotations for MS COCO. Re-
cently, (Das et al. 2016) published the VQA-HAT (Human
ATtention) dataset which contains human attention annota-
tions for around 10% image-question pairs in the VQA v1.0
dataset. These datasets indicate the attentive area of the hu-
man when staring at the images and are very useful for eval-
uation purposes. However, as mentioned in (Das et al. 2016;
Gan et al. 2017), collecting datasets is always a very time-
consuming task and it requires a vast amount of effort. In
this work, instead of collecting human labeled attention data,
the HAN is proposed to generate attention maps automat-
ically, training on the VQA-HAT dataset. The pre-trained
HAN can be generally used to produce attention maps for
image-question pairs.
Approach
In this section, details about this work will be provided.
First, the input representation will be introduced. Then, the
details of the Human Attention Network (HAN) and the su-
pervised attention model for VQA will be presented. To help
understanding, they are illustrated in different sections.
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Figure 2: Human Attention Network (HAN) for predicting the attention map given an image-question pair.
Input representation
Image representation Following the common practice in
the art (Yang et al. 2016; Kim et al. 2016b), image features
are extracted from the ResNet-152 (He et al. 2016) which is
pre-trained on the ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009). Specifically,
the original image I is first scaled to 448 × 448. Then, the
feature from the last convolutional layer of the ResNet-152
is taken as the initial feature map. The image I is represented
as
F = CNN(I), (1)
where F ∈ Rm×l2 is a feature matrix, l2 = 14 × 14 is
the number of regions in the image and m = 2048 is the
dimension of the feature vector for each region. Therefore,
the input image I is represented by a set of visual feature
vectors over 14× 14 regions of the image.
Question representation Following (Kim et al. 2016b), a
GRU is employed to encode the question. Specifically, given
a question q = {q1, ..., q|q|}, where qt is the one-hot encod-
ing representation of the t-th word and |q| is the number of
words in the question. First, the words are embedded to a
vector space by a word embedding matrix W which results
in xt = Wqt. The word embedding vectors are then sequen-
tially fed into a GRU module to get a sequence of hidden
state vectors {h1, h2, ..., h|q|},
ht = GRU(xt, ht−1), t ∈ {1, 2, ..., |q|}. (2)
Finally, the last hidden state vector h|q| of the GRU is taken
as the representation of the question, i.e., Q = h|q| ∈ Rn,
where n is the size of the GRU. Note that the word embed-
ding matrix and the GRU are trained end-to-end.
Human Attention Network
Given an image-question pair (I, q), our proposed Human
Attention Network (HAN) is designed to predict the atten-
tion map.
The structure of the HAN is shown in Fig.2. It consists of
two modules, namely the attention generation module and
the attention refinement module. The attention generation
module is able to generate several coarse attention maps.
The attention refinement module aims to refine the coarse
attention maps in order to obtain a more precise attention
map.
Attention generation The attention mechanism used is
motivated by (Kim et al. 2016b), which first fuses the im-
age and the question by a low-rank bilinear pooling and
then uses a convolutional layer to generate multiple attention
maps over the image. Specifically, the feature matrix F of an
image I and the feature vector Q of the question q are first
projected into a d-dimensional embedding space. Then, they
are fused by element-wise multiplication. The fused feature
matrix of the image and the question is given by
X = σ(UQ · 1T ) ◦ σ(V F ), (3)
where 1 ∈ Rl2 denotes a column vector of ones, U ∈ Rd×n
and V ∈ Rd×m are respectively trainable affine matrices
for the question and for the image. The symbol ◦ denotes
the element-wise multiplication, while σ(·) is the hyperbolic
tangent function. Note that the bias terms in the low-rank
bilinear pooling are omitted for simplicity.
Subsequently, a convolutional layer is applied to the fused
feature X to generate a sequence of attention maps which is
expressed as
α1, α2, ..., αG = Ccon(X), (4)
where Ccon(·) denotes the 1-D convolution operation with
G convolutional kernels of size 1. In this way, multiple at-
tention maps, also known as multiple glimpses in (Kim et al.
2016b; Fukui et al. 2016), are generated.
Attention refinement The multiple attention maps gen-
erated by the attention generation module are coarse, how-
ever, they contain lots of information. In this section, the
multiple attention maps are fused by means of a GRU, as it
has the ability of neglecting irrelevant information and keep-
ing the important information. Specifically, the sequence of
attention maps α = {α1, α2, ..., αG} that is generated by
the attention generation module is fed into the GRU sequen-
tially. The last hidden state vector of the GRU is taken as
Bicycle
Human-like
attention
What is in front 
of the bus?
Model-generated
attention
GRU
Attention 
supervision
CNN
Attention-based 
model
Figure 3: Structure of the proposed supervised attention model.
The model-generated attention explicitly learns from the human-
like attention generated by the HAN.
the attention vector hGRU (α) ∈ Rp, where p is the size
of the GRU. The vector hGRU (α) is then driven through
a fully connected layer followed by a softmax layer. More
formally, the predicted refined attention map for the given
image-question pair (I, q) is calculated as
α′h(I, q) = softmax(W · hGRU (α) + b), (5)
where W ∈ Rl2×p is an affine transformation matrix,
softmax(·) indicates the softmax function and b ∈ Rl2 is
the bias term.
Objective function The proposed HAN is trained on
the VQA-HAT dataset, which contains triplets of (I, q, αh),
where αh is the human attention for the given image-
question pair (I, q).
In order to make the model-generated attention map get
close to the human attention map, the Mean Squared Error
(MSE) is used as the objective function. The MSE loss Lmse
for a given training triplet is defined as
Lmse(I, q, ah; θ) = (α
′
h(I, q)− αh)2, (6)
where θ represents all trainable parameters used in the HAN.
The HAN is trained by minimizing the overall MSE loss on
a given training set D = {(I, q, αh)}.
argmin
θ
∑
(I,q,ah)∈D
Lmse(I, q, αh; θ). (7)
Attention supervision for VQA
In this section, the details of the VQA model are presented.
For comparison, an unsupervised attention model is dis-
cussed first. Afterwards, the proposed supervised attention
model is introduced.
Unsupervised attention model The Multimodal Low-
rank Bilinear attention networks (MLB) (Kim et al. 2016b)
is used as our baseline, due to its unsupervised attention
mechanism and satisfactory performance. Given an image-
question pair, the MLB first generates several attention maps
for the given image-question pair and obtains the attentive
visual feature. Then, the attentive visual feature and the
question feature are fused by a low-rank bilinear pooling.
The output is finally fed to a multi-way classifier to produce
probabilities over the candidate answers.
Specifically, given an image feature matrix F and a ques-
tion feature vector Q, the attention maps are first computed
as described in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4. Then, they are fed into a
softmax layer to get the probability distribution over the im-
age. Hence, a sequence of attention maps is obtained, de-
noted as α = {α1, α2, ..., αG}. With the attention maps α,
the s-dimensional attentive visual feature is then calculated
by
Fˆ =
Gn
g=1
l2∑
i=1
softmax(αig)F
i, (8)
where
f
denotes the concatenation operation of vectors, αig
indicates the i-th element of the g-th attention maps in α,
F i indicates the i-th row of an image feature map and the
dimensionality of Fˆ is s = m×G.
In order to predict the answer, the attentive visual feature
vector Fˆ and the question vector Q are combined through
another low-rank bilinear pooling. The output of the low-
rank bilinear pooling is fed to a linear layer followed by a
softmax classifier to produce probabilities over the candidate
answers. More formally, the answer probabilities are given
by
p(a | I, q; Θ) = softmax(P (σ(U ′Q) ◦ σ(V ′Fˆ ))), (9)
where P ∈ RK×r,U ′ ∈ Rr×n and V ′ ∈ Rr×s are trainable
affine matrices. The MLB model is trained by minimizing
the cross-entropy loss over the training data. Given a train-
ing triplet of (I, q, A), where A is the ground truth of the
predicted answer, the cross-entropy loss is defined as
Lcls(I, q, A) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
−log p(ak | I, q ; Θ). (10)
Here, Θ represents all parameters in the model and A ∈
Ans, where Ans = {a1, a2, ..., aK} is the set of candidate
answers, K is the size of the Ans. After training the model,
the predicted answer of a given image-question pair (I, q) is
aˆ = argmax p(a | I, q; Θ). (11)
Supervised attention model In the mentioned MLB
model, attention maps are learned without any supervision,
which may lead to inaccurate attention maps, as shown in
Fig.5. In order to remedy this problem, attention supervi-
sion is added to the unsupervised attention model. In this
way, the attention maps that are generated during training
can explicitly learn from the ground truth.
Specifically, to train the human-like attention supervised
model, the ground truth of the attention maps is needed.
However, the human-labeled attention maps in the VQA-
HAT dataset is not sufficient and manually annotating a new
attention dataset is an expensive and time-consuming task.
Therefore, the pre-trained HAN is used to generate atten-
tion maps for all the image-question pairs in the VQA v2.0
dataset. The generated attention map dataset for the VQA
v2.0 dataset is named as Human-Like ATtention (HLAT)
dataset. Fig.4 shows the comparison between the human at-
tention and the human-like attention generated by the HAN.
As it can be observed, the HAN-generated attention share
similar attentive areas with the human attention, showing
the promising results of using human-like attention as the
ground truth for the attention learned in the models. There-
fore, the HLAT is used for training the proposed supervised
attention model. Fig.3 shows the structure of the proposed
supervised attention model.
More formally, the triplet (I, q, A) in the VQA v2.0
dataset is extended to (I, q, A, α′h), where α
′
h is the gener-
ated human-like attention map corresponding to the image-
question pair (I, q). In order to employ attention supervi-
sion, a GRU is first employed to encode the sequence of at-
tention maps α = {α1, α2, ..., αG} that is generated in the
MLB to get a refined attention map. The output is then fed to
a linear layer followed by a softmax layer to produce atten-
tion probabilities over the image. The attention supervision
loss is computed by
Latt(I, q, α
′
h) = (softmax(Wh · hGRU (α) + bh)− α′h)2,
(12)
where Wh ∈ Rl2×p is an affine transformation matrix, bh ∈
R
l2 is a bias term and p-dimensional hGRU (α) indicates the
last hidden state vector of the GRU, which is conceptually
similar to the GRU defined in Eq.5.
The loss of the supervised attention model is the weighted
sum of the classification loss and attention supervision loss.
Given an extended training triplet of (I, q, A, α′h), the loss
is defined as
L(I, q, A, α′h) = Lcls(I, q, A) + λLatt(I, q, α
′
h), (13)
where λ is a trade-off parameter. The model is trained by
minimizing the total loss of Eq.13.
Experiment
Human Attention Network (HAN)
Dataset The HAN is evaluated on the recently released
VQA-HAT dataset (Das et al. 2016) as it is the only human-
labeled attention dataset for VQA. The task of collecting
the human attention data of the VQA-HAT dataset was im-
plemented by 800 different annotators. The dataset contains
human attention maps for around 60k image-question pairs
in the VQA v1.0 dataset, which in total has approximately
600k image-question pairs in the dataset. Specifically, the
annotators are shown a blurred image and a question about
the image, and they need to sharpen the regions of the image
that will help them to answer the question correctly. In the
end, human attention maps were collected for 58,475 image-
question pairs in the training set and 1,374 in the validation
set of the VQA v1.0. The HAN is trained on the training
set of the VQA-HAT and the experiment results are evalu-
ated on the validation set of the VQA-HAT. Before training,
8 mislabeled attention maps whose value is zero were re-
moved. As the output of the HAN is processed through a
softmax layer, all human attention maps are also fed to a
softmax layer before training for modeling consistency.
Implementation details The experimental setup of (Kim
et al. 2016b) is also followed. The wording embedding ma-
trix and the GRU for encoding words are initialized with the
pre-trained skip-thought vector model (Kiros et al. 2015).
Table 1: Mean rank-correlation coefficients A higher value
means a better quality. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
The results show that attention maps produced by the HAN have
the highest correlation with human attention maps, surpassing the
human performance by 0.045.
Model Mean Rank-correlation
Random 0.000 ± 0.001
Human 0.623 ± 0.003
SAN (Yang et al. 2016) 0.249 ± 0.004
HieCoAtt (Lu et al. 2016) 0.264 ± 0.004
HAN 0.668 ± 0.001
As a result, the question vectors have 2400 dimensions. The
number of the glimpses in the HAN is set to 3, which shows
the best performance. The size of the hidden state in the
GRU for refining the attention maps is set to 512. The joint
embedding size d used for embedding images and questions
is set to 1200. The Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014)
is used with a base learning rate of 3e-4. The batch size is
set to 64 and the iterations are set to 300k. Dropout is used
with ratio 0.5. The network is implemented using the Torch7
(Collobert, Kavukcuoglu, and Farabet 2011).
Evaluation metric: rank correlation The evaluation
method provided in (Das et al. 2016) is used. This evaluation
method uses the mean rank-correlation coefficient to evalu-
ate the quality of the attention maps, a higher value mean-
ing a better quality. To be specific, first, both the machine-
generated attention maps and the human labeled attention
maps scaled to 14× 14. Then, the pixels are ranked accord-
ing to their spatial attention value and finally, the correla-
tion between the two ranked lists is computed. In (Das et
al. 2016), in order to make the results more objective, three
human attention maps are collected per image-question pair
for the validation dataset and the mean rank-correlation is
computed among these three maps. Therefore, in this exper-
iment, the reported correlation value is averaged over the
three sets of attention maps that are labeled by different an-
notators. The rank-correlation in the experiment is calcu-
lated by
1
3
3∑
i=1
(1− 6
∑l2
j=1(att
′j − attji )2
l2 − l ) (14)
where att′j is the j-th element of the predicted attention map
and attji is the j-th element of the human attention map la-
beled by i-th annotator. l denotes the size of the attention
map, which is 14 in this experiment.
Results Previous works (Kim et al. 2016b; Fukui et al.
2016) have explored the effect of the different number of
glimpses in VQA. It was found that multiple glimpses may
result in a better performance. Therefore, the HAN is also
evaluated with different glimpses, namely 1, 2, 3 and 4,
yielding a performance of 0.536, 0.656, 0.668 and 0.553 re-
spectively. The number of glimpses is set to 3 in the experi-
ment, as the model shows the best performance. The perfor-
(e) What is in the dog s mouth?
(a) What does the screen say? (b) Is he wearing a business suit?
(d) What is the animal print on the center bag?(c) What pattern is her dress? 
(f) What is he doing?
Human-like 
attention(HAN)
Human attentionOriginal image
Human-like 
attention(HAN)
Human attentionOriginal image
Figure 4: Comparison between human attention and human-like attention generated by the HAN.
Table 2: Results comparison between the HAN using the GRU and
the HAN without using the GRU, where G denotes the number of
glimpses. As it can be observed, applying a GRU to fuse attention
maps significantly improves the performance of the HAN.
Model Mean Rank-correlation
HAN(G=2,without GRU) 0.406 ± 0.001
HAN(G=2,with GRU) 0.656 ± 0.002
HAN(G=3,without GRU) 0.411 ± 0.001
HAN(G=3,with GRU) 0.668 ± 0.001
mance of the HAN is presented in Tab.1, where the model
achieves the best performance in predicting attention maps.
As it can be observed, the performance of the HAN sig-
nificantly outperforms the VQA models (SAN, HieCoAtt)
by around 40%, which indicates that the attention explicitly
learned by the HAN is more human-like than the attention
that is implicitly learned by traditional attention-based mod-
els. The correlation between human-labeled attention maps
is 0.623, which shows that different annotators have differ-
ent views about the relevant area in the image given the
same question and the correctness of the attention maps is
difficult to define. Therefore, for this model, making model-
generated attention more human-like is the best choice. The
experiment also shows that our generated attention has the
highest correlation (0.668) with human attention, showing
the ability of the HAN to generate human-like attention
maps for image-question pairs.
In order to verify the effectiveness of using the GRU to
fuse attention maps, two experiments are conducted with the
number of glimpses equal to 2 and 3. Specifically, in these
two experiments, instead of fusing the attention maps using
the GRU, the average attention map is obtained among sev-
eral attention maps. The performance of our model with and
without GRU is shown in Tab.2. The HAN using the GRU
significantly outperforms the HAN without using the GRU,
showing the effectiveness of using the GRU to encode the
attention maps.
Attention-based model for VQA
Dataset The unsupervised attention model and the super-
vised attention model are evaluated on the more recent VQA
v2.0 dataset, which contains 443,757 image-question pairs
in the training set, 214,354 in the validation set and 447,793
in the testing set. This version of the dataset is more balanced
in comparison to the VQA v1.0 dataset. Specifically, for ev-
ery question, there are two similar images but they yield two
different answers. Therefore, it forces models to focus more
on visual information. The models are trained on the training
and validation sets and tested on the test-dev set.
When training the supervised attention model, the atten-
tion maps in the generated HLAT dataset are used as the
ground truth of the attention maps. The HLAT contains at-
tention maps for all the image-question pairs in the VQA
Attention map 
(without supervision)
Original image
Attention map
 (with supervision)
Attention map 
(without supervision)
Original image
Attention map
 (with supervision)
(d) Question:What country's 
flag is pictured? 
Predicted answer: nothing Predicted answer: USA
(c) Question:What is on the 
ground next to the man?
Predicted answer: bag Predicted answer: suitcase
(a) Question:What is the little 
boy playing with?
Predicted answer: piano Predicted answer: laptop
(b) Question:What electronic 
device is shown?
Predicted answer: bread Predicted answer: phone
Figure 5: Examples of generated attention maps and predicted answers. As shown in the figure, through attention supervision, the attention
generated by attention-based model is more accurate, which results in better answers.
Table 3: The VQA v2.0 test-dev results, whereG denotes the num-
ber of glimpses.
Model Yes/No Number Other Overall
Prior 61.20 0.36 1.17 25.98
Language-only 26.3 28.1 28.1 28.1
d-LSTM Q+norm I 26.3 28.1 41.85 54.22
(Antol et al. 2015)
unsupervised model(G=1) 78.12 37.52 52.92 61.55
supervised model(G=1) 78.03 37.93 53.14 61.66
unsupervised model(G=2) 78.4 37.52 53.29 61.84
supervised model(G=2) 78.54 37.94 53.38 61.99
v2.0 dataset. The third column of Fig.4 shows the examples
of the attention maps in the HLAT dataset.
Implementation details The setup of the experiment is
kept almost the same as above, excepting that the number
of glimpses is set to 1 and 2, and the number of iterations is
fixed to 300k in the VQA experiments. The top 3000 most
frequent answers are used as possible outputs.
Evaluation metric The model results are evaluated using
the provided accuracy metric (Antol et al. 2015). The accu-
racy of a predicted answer is given by
min(
#humans that provided that answer
3
, 1) (15)
An answer is deemed 100% accurate if at least 3 annota-
tors agree on the answer. Intuitively, this metric takes into
account the consensus between the annotators.
Results Tab.3 presents the accuracy comparison between
the unsupervised model and the supervised model on the
VQA v2.0 dataset. The accuracy of Prior, Language-only,
deeper LSTM Q + norm I baseline models in (Antol et al.
2015) are also presented for comparison. As shown in this
table, our supervised model outperforms the unsupervised
model by 0.11% when the number of glimpses is set to 1
and by 0.15% when the number of glimpses is set to 2,
showing the effectiveness of applying attention supervision
to attention-based model. The supervised model achieves a
much higher accuracy when the question is a counting prob-
lem, which indicates that the generated attention in the su-
pervised model is more accurate and comprehensive. Fig.5
samples the attention maps and the answers that are pre-
dicted by both the unsupervised model and the supervised
model. As it can be observed, after human-like attention su-
pervision, the attention maps are more accurate and focused
on the most relevant areas. It can therefore be concluded that
more human-like attention helps to improve the performance
of the model.
Conclusion
In this work, we make a first attempt to verify the effec-
tiveness of applying human-like attention supervision in
VQA. The HAN is first proposed to generate human-like at-
tention maps for image-question pairs. The HLAT dataset
generated by the HAN can be potentially used as a su-
pervision to help training attention-based models in VQA.
The framework of the human-like attention supervision in
the proposed supervised attention model can be easily ap-
plied to other attention-based models. The experiment re-
sults demonstrate that the supervised model outperforms
the unsupervised model and through visualization, it is ob-
served that the attention that is generated by the supervised
attention model is more accurate, which yields better an-
swers. In conclusion, explicit attention supervision indeed
help attention-based models in VQA to get a better perfor-
mance.
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Supplementary Material
(e) Where is the frisbee?
(a) What color is the clock? (b) Is there a man or woman?
(d) Is there fire in the fireplace?(c) What style of phone is the man holding? 
(f) What city is this in?
Human-like 
attention(HAN)
Human attentionOriginal image
Human-like 
attention(HAN)
Human attentionOriginal image
(g) What color is the cup?
(i) How many people are holding up a plate?
(k) What is this sport?
(h) What is the bench made of?
(j) What is the bird doing?
(l) What activity is this?
(m) What color is the horse? (n) What is the man doing?
Figure 6: Examples of the human attention and the attention generated by the HAN. As it can be seen in the figure, the attention generated
by the HAN has comparable quality as the human attention.
(a) Question:What is the 
bird  standing on?
Predicted answer: grass Predicted answer: rock
(b) Question:What is the 
man holding on h is hand?
Predicted answer: nothing
Predicted answer: 
controller
(c) Question:What color  is 
the boat?
Predicted answer: blue Predicted answer: white
(d) Question:How many 
colors are on the 
umbrel la?
Predicted answer: 1 Predicted answer: 4
(f) Question:What color  is 
the dress?
Predicted answer: brown Predicted answer: gray
(e) Question:What are the 
people doing in the 
picture?
Predicted answer: sitting
Predicted answer: flying 
kite
(g) Question:What is on 
the top of the bui lding?
Predicted answer: clock Predicted answer: cross
(h) Question:What is 
woman petting?
Predicted answer: dog Predicted answer: cow
(i) Question:What is 
behind the bench?
Predicted answer: tree Predicted answer: statue
(j) Question:What is the 
man holding in his hand?
Predicted answer: ball Predicted answer: frisbee
(l) Question:Are they 
drinking?
Predicted answer: yes Predicted answer: yes
(k) Question:Is someone 
riding the horse?
Predicted answer: yes Predicted answer: yes
(m) Question:What kind 
of animal is pictured?
Predicted answer: gira ffe Predicted answer: gira ffe
(n) Question:What is in 
his hand?
Predicted answer: cell 
phone
Predicted answer: cell 
phone
Attention map
 (with supervision)
Attention map
 (without supervision)
Original image
Attention map
 (with supervision)
Attention map
 (without supervision)
Original image
Figure 7: Examples of the attention generated by the unsupervised model and the supervised model. As it can be observed, before attention
supervision, the generated attention is relatively coarse and inaccurate. However, after attention supervision, the model generates more accu-
rate attention and yields better answers. In (k), (l), (m) and (n), two models predict the same answers, however the supervised model has more
confidence on the results as it has more accurate attention.
